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. Dot plot depicting the collinear one-to-one alignments between individual assemblies and the reference genome PN40024. Only alignments that are longer than 5000bp and the contigs are greater than 50000bp are presented. The arrangement of contigs within each chromosome is not ordered in Sultanina assembly. 
Number of genomes
Supplementary Figure 2 . The total length of the collinear core genome decreases as an exponential decay as more assembled genomes are included in the core genome construction. Ten simulations were performed using different numbers of assembled genomes (x-axis) to calculate the absolute collinear core genome size (left y-axis) and the percentage of the reference genome (right y-axis). The blue line shows the fitted expo-nential decay function by the Self-Starting Nls Asymptotic Regression Model. The core genome size reaches a plateau at 39.80Mb with 17 assemblies in the model. Supplementary Figure 4 . Circos plot depicting the correlation between the core genome and other genome features. a. Circos plot depicting coverage of the genes, transposable elements (TE), different types of transposons (Gypsy, Copia, DNA-TE) and the core genome. The core genome was constructed based on the reference genome plus the nine assemblies. For each track, the coverage for this feature was calculated for each sliding window on the reference genome (length 1Mbp, step size 100 kbp). b. Spearman rank correlation coefficient between each pairs of genome features and the core genome are shown. *: P-value <0.05, **: P-value<0.01, ***: P-value <0.0001 Number of genomes SNP genotype missing rate Supplementary Figure 7 . The genotype missing rate in the Vitis diversity panel decreases as an exponential decay as more assembled genomes are included in the core genome construction. Ten simulations were performed using different numbers of assembled genomes (x-axis) to calculate the SNP genotype missing rate (y-axis). As the true core genome is approached, the missing rate should converge on an asymptote and variance should reach a minimum, which are non-zero due to technical error in resequencing. 13_6119963  13_6402644  13_6867117  13_7054877  13_7734187  13_8083875  13_7620093  13_8308812  13_7923799  13_8192631  13_8898279 14_726317  14_88562  14_360989  14_434513  14_257360  14_594524  14_836379  14_1159858  14_1309053  14_1242694  14_1509565  14_1593532  14_1714481  14_2055250  14_3183108  14_3099967  14_1806350  14_3027635  14_3303300  14_2736359  14_3479410  14_4228742  14_4725743  14_4805213  14_4941220  14_5687927  14_5966808  14_6141335  14_6208302  14_6495285  14_6365842  14_7296877  14_4331688  14_7174167  14_6974992  14_7624685  14_7715530  14_7777740  14_8308158  14_8871788  14_10197424  14_7510359  14_9896368 16_1341063  16_843485  16_3648  16_335665  16_388379  16_226853  16_596324  16_1067628  16_911072  16_976496  16_1727633  16_1806434  16_2212134  16_2376878  16_3077015  16_5309992  16_3142469  16_4903556  16_3007610  16_4758085  16_5070029  16_5362647  16_5479328  16_6070066  16_6589347  16_6018898  16_8776259 17_287812  17_394787  17_765729  17_1026884  17_565468  17_1114348  17_640103  17_888795  17_1237387  17_1413957  17_1629617  17_1756458  17_2242880  17_2143741  17_1846156  17_2331425  17_2051197  17_2386884  17_2443257  17_2504924  17_3018336  17_3492286  17_3672966  17_4131742  17_4287538  17_4205195  17_4524306  17_4713215  17_4615128  17_4418396  17_5060931  17_4966290  17_4889129  17_5258199  17_5357866  17_5583408  17_5447096  17_5707009  17_6121150  17_5893163  17_5999935  17_6207888  17_6429775  17_6553174  17_6623514  17_6745403  17_7355598  17_7134878  17_7292907  17_7695724  17_8069497  17_8226581  17_7780366  17_7609398  17_8608505  17_8750761  17_8686547  17_8934947  17_9005479  17_10013916  17_9197188  17_9353710 
